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Introductory.

The method used in this paper appears exactly as here in a paper by
Prof. Burnside (Proc. London Math. Soc, Ser. 1, Vol. xxiv, 1893,
pp. 187-206), who discussed the conformal representation of certain recti-
linear figures, and also remarked that the formulfe for the transformation
of the Jacobian elliptic functions can be obtained by means of the repre-
sentation of rectangles. It consists in taking the area A in a w plane
which can be conformally represented on the positive half of a z plane.
Crossing the axis of real quantities the function z effects the representa-
tion on the negative half of the z plane of a contiguous area Ax in the
>c plane. Crossing again to the positive half of the z plane we may or
may not have changed the branch of w as a function of z, according as
our route does or does not encircle singular points on the real axis, and
the function give? the representation of an area A2 contiguous to Alt and
A2 may or may not be the same as the original area A, and so on. The
device adopted gives the conformal representation of the area obtained by
combining two or more of the areas A, Ax, A.2, ... taken necessarily in the
order in which they arise in the process above. It has an analytical
counterpart given by Klein {Math. Ann., t. xn, pp. 173-176), of which
the author has availed himself in a previous paper (Proc. London Math.
Soc, Ser. 2, Vol. 15). It has here been applied to the discussion of cer-
tain results of Gauss and Kummer with respect to the hypergeometric
series.

It is known that certain special cases of the hypergeometric equation
are capable of transformation one into another by an algebraic transfor-
mation of the independent variable. These are, of course, the cases which
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are algebraically integrable, all such cases being reducible to Cases I. II.
IV, VI of Schwarz.

In these cases the elements of the hypergeoroetric equation have
definite values. Cases, however, are known in which the desired
transformation is possible and some of the elements are quite arbi-
trary.

Thus, Gauss in his memoir " Determinatio seriei nostrae per aequa-
tionem differentialem secundi ordinis " {Ges. Werlie, t. in), under the title
" Quaedam theoremata specialia" (pp. 53-57), gives the three following
relations:—

(l+y)2aF(2a, 2 a + l - y , y, y) = F (a, a + i , y,

l-p, /3+h if) = F (a, /3, 2/3

F{a, (3, a+/3 + *, 4y(l-v)| = P(2a, 2/3, a+fi + h y).

Kummer also has given a large number of such relations in his two papers
" Ueber die hypergeometrische Reihe " [Crelle, Vol. xv, pp. 64-83 and
pp. 127-133). In the earlier paper Rummer's relations refer to case?
which have two elements arbitrary, in the latter to cases having only one
element arbitrary.

I purpose to show how many such relations can be obtained by the
method of conformal representation. We start from the well known re-
sult of Schwarz that a curvilinear triangle ABC in a ir plane whose
angles are Ax, /unr, vir is represented on the positive half of a z plane by
means of the relation

=M-7- + 5-iy+ \

the points z = 0, 1, 00 corresponding respectively to the vertices ABC,
and \w, z\ being the Schwarzian derivative.

If we cross the real axis between, say, the points z = 0, z = 1, we
obtain the representation on the negative half of the z plaue of the tri-
angle ABC', formed by inverting the triangle ABC with respect to the
circle AB. We may cross and re-cross the real axis in a similar
manner.

In accordance with custom we shade the triangles represented on tli^
positive half of the z plane, and the area consisting of the original triangle
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and a contiguous unshaded triangle, say ACC
in Fig. 1,- is the fundamental region for the
function .=•.

If X, JUL, v are the reciprocals of integers z
is a uniform function of w, and the sym-
metrical repetitions of ACC completely cover
the w plane once only. (For an account of
these properties, see Forsyth, TJief-ri/ of
Functions, Ch. xx.)

In what follows we take /* = i-
Let us consider the representation on a ?.x

half plane of the triangle ACC. This is now
entirely a shaded area, and the fundamental
area for zx consists of ACC, and a contiguous
unshaded area, say A'CC', The relation be-
tween tc, zx is, of course,

(B)

Now take any value of z ; to it corresponds one value of w in each of
the repetitions of its fundamental area, i.e. two values of w in the area
ACA'C, and therefore two values of zv The relation between z, zx is
thus quadratic in zx. Conversely it is of the first degree in z.

This relation which transforms equation (A) into equation (B) can
be found by the method of Klein alluded to. This method, however, in-
volves the identification of two expressions, which can usually be done in
several ways, and the correct way is only to be determined by trial. By
recourse to the geometry of the figure, we may find the required relation
with ease.

z = 0 corresponds to the points A, A' in the w plane, and therefore
to z1 = 0. Further, if z approach the value 0 by any route, the corre-
sponding w points will approach the points .-1, A', and thus the two
corresponding z1 points will both approach the point zx = 0. Hence
zx = 0 is a repeated zero of z.

Similarly zx = b is a repeated zero of z — 1, where b is the value of zx

corresponding to B in the representation of AC'C, and the poles of z are
simple, viz., zx = 1, zx= cc, so that

z =
, k{zx-bf

z— l = — ,
1

c 2
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This is the relation required to transform the equations (A), (B) one into
the other.

But the hypergeometric equation whose elements a, /3, y are given by

is connected with the equation

In fact, if //L 7/2
 a r e a n y two solutions of the hypergeometric equation,.

_

(see Forsyfch, I.e.). If then the hypergeometric equations (A), (B) have
solutions ult u2; olt v2 respectively, it follows that

or Ui = (c<i'!+/3u.2) P, 11% = (yv1-\-Sv2) P,

P being some function of zx; hence the hypergeometric equation in n,
derived from (A), is transformed by the relation (I) into the equation in
v derived from (B), save only that the dependent variable is multiplied by
a factor P which is a function of zx.

In fact, the hypergeometric equation derived from (A) is

16
2

The substitution z = —rr transforms this into
4(^—1)

^ i l &u , ( 1 — 2 X ) 2

which may be written
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Putting u = (z1 — l)mv, the coefficient of the lowest power of (^ — 1) is

, (l-2\)2-4^ \zx-\ — zx | ,

l - 2 X + 2i
=which vanishes when m =

4

Taking the lower sign, the equation now becomes

<gl(gl-l)fg + {(2-2X-^1-(l--2X);-4L+(1^"AnAr' /%""^;o=0.1 dz\ ( ' a«l 4

This is the hyporgeometric equation associated with (B). Hence

lv l - 2 X - 2 i / r, |

f 1 - 2 X , , , }

; £±, i+ax,

Both sides of this equation being capable of expansion in powers of zx for
sufficiently small values of zlt and 2X being supposed not an integer, it
follows that B = 0, A = 1, and we have, in another form,

2

F[u, ft u+/3 + ,̂ r—-rr[ =(l--?l)
flF|a+.S, 2.6, 2

To obtain our transforming relation we assumed X, •' to be the reciprocals
of integers. In the actual transformation this property is not required ;
the result is therefore true for arbitrary values of u, S.

I have worked out this case in detail. It will suffice to indicate the
transforming relation in other cases.

We might have sought the conformal representation of the triangle
AA'C. This is fundamentally the same as the preceding case. For pur-
poses of reference, however, I give the transforming relation, which is

z = -4^(^-1), z-l = -(2z1-l)\ (la)

The hypergeometric equation obtained from this triangle is thus trans-
formable into either of the two preceding cases.

In a similar manner we may obtain relations by means of the triangles
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whose angles are Xv, ^-w, ̂ - . In the accompanying figures

(fl) \ = j , (b) \ = i.

B" A B'

F I G . 2.

First of all we may apply (I) and (la), obtaining the conformal repre-
sentation of triangles whose angles are 2A7r, ^7r, $TT, and XTT, XTT, Ir-
respectively.

The transforming relations obtained for various triangles built up of
ABC and its repetitions are as below.
Triangles. Angles. Transforming Relation.

4 A " > "7T» A 7 r - — — 77 TTa >

AA"A"A' , XTT, XTT

AA"'A' 2XTT, 2XTT, 2XX

AA"G SXTT, XTT, Y

. 1 =
(z\ — 16*j

i - v.1 »

/. ^ :<

_ _ (V)
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We have thus a group of seven distinct triangles, viz., the triangle ABC,
and those derived from it in Cases (I), (la), (II)-(V). Connected with the
representation of each triangle is a hypergeometric series, and these are
capable of transformation amongst themselves by means of the relations
above. Since only one angle of the original triangle is arbitrary, it
follows that only one of the hypergeometric elements is arbitrary.

Finally, we can obtain a similar transformation from the triangle
whose angles are Air, JIT, J T . In this case it is possible to apply the
combination of case (I) twice in succession. The composite triangle
(Fig. 3) has angles 2\7r, \TT, ATT, and the trans-
forming relation is A

(^-2)* (VI)

3 A'
Fiu. 3.

The derived hypergeometric equation has one
arbitrary element.

I vhave not been able to discover any other
possible combination of triangles, when at the
same time we retain at least one of the angles
quite arbitrary.

We have not yet, however, exhausted all possibilities. Let us take
case (II) above. The equation derived from the triangle whose angles are
.W, ITT, AT, is transformed into the corresponding equation derived from
the triangle whose angles are \TT, 2A7r, \-K by means of the relation

z = —
27s?

But this as an equation in z1 has three roots, and the transformation
makes no distinction amongst them. Let us find the relation between
two of them, say fx, tz. We have

leading to (Ha)

This substitution will therefore transform the hypergeometric equation

derived from the triangle whose angles are -pr, 2A7r, \TT into itself.

This result was given by Kummer (I.e., p. 132). Similarly in
the case (III) we obtain the substitutions of this character by
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combining (I) and (II). In fact, we may write the relation between flt £,
in this case in the form

This may be solved by using (Ila), and givea relations between £„ £2

which transform into itself the hypergeometric equation derived from the
triangle whose angles are 4A-7T, \TT, A77-.

The corresponding substitution from (I"V) we deal with in the form

Hf.a—f.)—A:-8 j4c,(i=o1)-4t3

This transforms into itself the equation derived from the triangle whose
angles are 2X-, "l\ir, 2ATT.

The corresponding case (Ya) admits of no simple expression. For the
last case, the relation transforming the equation derived from the triangle
whose angles are 2\T, \ir, X-7T into itself can be obtained by taking (VÎ
in the form

Cases (I), (la), treated in the same manner, each merely provide us svith
one of the linear transformations of the hypergeometric equation.

I have examined every relation given by Gauss and Kummer {hein
citatis), and find that the triangles associated with the various hyper-
geometric series amongst which those relations subsist are all included in
the preceding classes. While it might not prove at all easy to obtain by
the preceding methods any particular one of the relations given by those
authors, remembering that each hypergeometric equation has the twenty-
four solutions of Kummer, we see that they do indeed provide a much
vaster number of such relations than Kummer gave.


